Group recommendation aims to recommend items for a group of users, e.g., recommending a restaurant for a group of colleagues. The group recommendation problem is challenging, in that a good model should understand the group decision making process appropriately: users are likely to follow decisions of only a few users, who are group ′ s leaders or experts. To address this challenge, we propose using an attention mechanism to capture the impact of each user in a group. Specifically, our model learns the influence weight of each user in a group and recommends items to the group based on its members ′ weighted preferences. Moreover, our model can dynamically adjust the weight of each user across the groups; thus, the model provides a new and flexible method to model the complicated group decision making process, which differentiates us from other existing solutions. Through extensive experiments, it has demonstrated that our model significantly outperforms baseline methods for the group recommendation problem.
INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of social networking services such as event-based social network services (Meetup), dining and restaurant services (Yelp), and media (Netflix and Last.fm) has made it increasingly easy for people to organize and participate in group activities. Those group activities include, for example, having dinners with colleagues, going to the cinema with spouses, and going picnic with friends. Owning tremendous data from people sharing social relationships and activities online, such social networking services face the challenge of targeting not only individuals but also user groups. As a result, recommendation for groups of users becomes an important task, which is beneficial for both users and social network services.
Traditional recommendation methods targeting individuals, however, cannot be applied in group recommendations. Many recent studies therefore have focused on developing recommender systems for group recommendations [2, 4, 8, 16, 23, 29, 30, 41, 43] . Group recommendation is challenging since the preference differences among users in a group require certain trade-offs in order to balance the different preferences and recommend the most favorable items to the group. Existing group recommendation methods can be categorized into memory-based and :2 • Tran et al.
model-based approach [21, 36] . The memory-based approach can be further divided into two classes: preference aggregation [21, 25] and score aggregation [4, 15, 24, 27, 31] . The preference aggregation strategy combines all user preferences to create a group profile and then makes recommendations to the group, whereas the score aggregation strategy computes a list of recommendations for each member, and then combines individual lists to generate recommendations, using strategies such as average [4, 5] , least misery [2] , maximum satisfaction [7] , etc. However, the two strategies cannot model the interaction among group members in term of aggregating members ′ preferences. In contrast, the model-based approach models the decision making process of the group to recommend items. Nevertheless, existing models are insufficient to replicate the complicated decision making process of the group (more details in Section 2.1).
In this work, we propose a new approach for resolving the group recommendation problem. Our solution results from the key intuition that members in a group tend to follow the opinions of the most important members (leaders/experts) rather than consider opinions from all group members equally. This is because members in a group have different expertise levels on the group ′ s topic, and a group usually only has a few users who are experts in that topic. Based on this intuition, we aim to model the interaction among users in a group, which helps us to explore the roles of different group members and hence, make more accurate recommendations for the group.
To achieve our goal, we introduce the Attentive Group Recommendation (AGR) model with the use of attention mechanisms in collaborative filtering to address the two mentioned challenges in group recommendation. Employing attention mechanism, AGR is able to learn the influence of other group members ′ expertise on one member ′ s decision in the same group, and therefore, better model the group decision making process. Applying attention mechanism not only helps our model to explore the impact of each user on the group but also capture the various impacts of one user across different groups, which none of existing methods is able to achieve. The key contributions in this paper are:
• The proposed Attentive Group Recommendation model takes a novel deep learning approach to tackle the group recommendation problem. AGR is the first to exploit the attention mechanism technique for group recommendation. • AGR is able to dynamically adjust the weight for each user across groups, providing a clearer picture of the roles of a user in different groups and better explanation of the group ′ s final decision. • We conduct extensive experiments on four datasets and show that AGR consistently achieves better results than state-of-the-art methods. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews existing literature; Section 3 describes the preliminaries, including Attention Mechanism and Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR); Section 4 proposes the Attentive Group Recommendation model; Section 5 shows the comparison experiments on four datasets; and Section 6 concludes our work. score of the item [4, 15, 24, 27, 31] . The two most popular strategies for score aggregation are the average (AVG) and the least misery (LM) strategies. The AVG strategy takes the average score across individuals in the group as the final recommendation score, thereby maximizing overall group satisfaction [25, 42] . Alternatively, the LM strategy pleases everyone by choosing the lowest among all individuals ′ scores as the final score [4] . Both score aggregation methods have major drawbacks. The AVG strategy may return items that are favorable to some members but not to the others, while the LM strategy may end up recommending mediocre items that no one either loves or hates. Baltrunas et al. [4] point out that the performance of either strategy depends on group size and inner-group similarity. Yahia et al. [2] propose the concepts of relevance and disagreement. Arguing that preference disagreements on each item among group members are inevitable, the authors experimentally show that taking into account disagreement significantly improves the recommendation quality of AVG and LM strategies.
We next review the model-based approaches [1, 21, 36, 40] for group recommendation. For example, Seko et al. [35] propose a model that incorporates item categories into recommendation, arguing that item categories influence the group ′ s decision and items of different categories are not strictly comparable. The method, however, only applies to pre-defined groups such as couples, which can be treated as pseudo-users and apply single user recommendation techniques, while real-life groups are often ad-hoc and formed just for one-off or few activities [23, 32] . Applying game theory in group recommendation, Carvalho et al. [8] consider each group event as a non-cooperative game, or a game with competition among members in the group, and suggest that the recommendation goal should be the game ′ s Nash equilibrium. However, since a Nash equilibrium can be a set of items, the game theory approach may fail to recommend one specific item.
Probabilistic models have also been widely applied to solve group recommendation. Liu et al. [23] propose a personal impact topic (PIT) model for group recommendation, assuming that the most influential user should represent the group and have big impact on the group ′ s decisions. However, such an assumption does not reflect the reality that a user ′ s influence only contributes to the group ′ s final decision if she is an expert in the field. For example, a movie expert may determine which movie the group should watch when she goes to the cinema with her friends, but she may not be the one to choose which restaurant they are dining afterwards. Yuan et al. [43] propose a consensus model (COM) for group recommendation. The model assumes (i) that a user ′ s influence depends on the topic of decision, and (ii) that the group decision making process is subject to both the topic of the group ′ s preferences and each user ′ s personal preferences. Despite such assumptions, COM suffers from a drawback similar to that of PIT: COM assumes that a user has the same probability to follow the group ′ s decisions across different groups. Alternatively, Gorla et al. [16] assume that the score of a candidate item depends not only on its relevance to each member in a group but also its relevance to the whole group. They develop an information-matching based model for group recommendation, but the model seriously suffers from high time complexity, O(|U | 2 |I | 2 ), where |U | and |I | are number of users and number of items, respectively. According to the experimental study [43] , the method [16] cannot run to finish within days on datasets as we use in our experiments, and thus we do not compare with it in our experiments. Recently, Hu et al. [19] develop a deep-architecture model called DLGR that learns high-level comprehensive features of group preferences to avoid the vulnerability of the data. DLGR only focuses on pre-defined groups instead of ad-hoc groups. Therefore, we do not compare DLGR with our proposed model in this paper.
Deep Learning based Recommender Systems
Deep learning techniques have been extensively applied in recommender systems thanks to their highquality recommendations [9-11, 13, 17, 18, 28, 37, 38] . Deep learning is able to capture non-linear and nontrivial relationships between users and items, which provides in-depth understanding of user demands and item characteristics, as well as the interactions between them. A tremendous part of literature has focused on integrating deep learning into recommender systems to perform various recommendation tasks, where a comprehensive review can be found at [20, 44] . However, there is very little work that exploits deep learning techniques into group recommendation. Our proposed AGR model makes recommendations using deep learning techniques based on user rating history. Specifically, AGR leverages attention mechanism to adapt the representation of the group, where more details will be shown in Section 3 and Section 4.
PRELIMINARIES 3.1 Problem Formulation
Let U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u M } and I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N } be the sets of M users and N items, respectively. We denote a history log as H = {⟨g 1 , s 1 ⟩, ⟨g 2 , s 2 ⟩, . . . , ⟨g N , s N ⟩}, where g n ⊂ U denotes an ad-hoc group and s n = i k denotes the selected item by the group.
Given a target group g t , we aim to generate a recommendation list of items that group members u g t ,i in the group g t may be interested in. Note that the target group can be an ad-hoc group. The group recommendation problem can be defined as follows:
Input: Users U, items I, historical log H, and a target group g t . Output: A function that maps an item to a real value to represent the item score for the target group f g t : I → R.
Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR)
Based on the matrix factorization method, the Bayesian personalized ranking (BPR) method aims to address the challenge of implicit feedback recommendation [33] . Although the method was previously developed for the personalized ranking task, one can also leverage BPR for optimizing the group recommendation task. Specifically, we model a triplet of one group and two items: the positive item, which is observed, and the negative item, which is not. Our triplet model assumes that if group i has viewed an item j (positive item), the group must prefer this item over all other unobserved item k (negative item). The model thus ranks positive items higher than the negative ones.
Specifically, our objective function is formulated as follows:
arg min
in which the set D s contains all pairs of positive and negative items for each group; Θ represents the model parameters;R i j (Θ) is the predicted score for group i and item j; σ is the logistic sigmoid function; and λ is the regularization parameter.
Since groups ′ real-life data are usually implicit [23, 43] , BPR is the suitable learning method for our group recommendation model.
Attention Mechanism
Attention mechanism is one of the most exciting among recent advancements in deep learning [3, 12, 39] . It has been successfully applied in various machine learning tasks such as machine translation [3] , image and video captioning [39] , and speech recognition [12] . The concept of attention is that when people visually access an object, we tend to focus on (pay attention to) certain important parts of the object instead of the whole object in order to come up with a response. Figure 1 represents an example of the attention mechanism. The attention model takes n arguments x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n and a context c. It then returns a vector y, which is the combination of x i , given the information linked to the context c. Specifically, given a context c, the model returns a weighted arithmetic mean of each x i , where the weight α i is chosen according to the relevance of x i . Our model adopts the attention mechanism with the main idea is to learn attentive weights of a user for other users in a group, in which higher weights indicate the corresponding users are more important; thus, their contributions are more important for the group ′ s final decision. Aiming to expand the use of attention mechanism to group recommendation, the proposed AGR to the best of our knowledge is the first attention-based group recommendation model.
ATTENTIVE GROUP RECOMMENDATION
This section introduces our Attentive Group Recommendation (AGR) model. We first present the key intuition behind our model and then describe the general framework.
Model Intuitions
The AGR model aims to simulate group decision making based on the key intuition that users in a group usually come from diverse backgrounds with different expertise; therefore, when it comes to make the group ′ s decision, each person ′ s opinion has different influence (Intuition 1). Moreover, users usually appreciate opinions of users who are experts in the group's topic more than those of other users (Intuition 2). For example, in a group of travel planning for upcoming vacation, opinion from those who have traveled to Canada should have higher impact if the group is considering Canada as the destination for the trip. In addition, a user contributes differently in different groups depending on her relevant expertise (Intuition 3). For example, a user who has solid knowledge about movies may dominate the decision making of choosing a movie for a group to watch, but may not make any contribution to the decision making of choosing a camping site.
Overall, we observe that interactions between members are important to the group ′ s decision making: users always discuss their opinions with one another before making a group decision. The importance of member interactions has not been examined in existing methods of group recommendation. A major contribution of the proposed AGR is that the model explores how a user affects other users in the group decision making and how the group decision changes accordingly.
Intuitively, we argue that during group decision making, (i) each user nominates certain users as the main decision makers of the group, and (ii) the most voted users then choose an item for the group. Such a voting scheme implies that the expert users in the fields relevant to the group ′ s preferences usually receive high votes.
With that in mind, for a group i of n users, we can consider the voting scheme (or the group decision making process) as n sub-processes that happen simultaneously. That is, the first user votes for other users, the second user votes for other users, ..., and the n-th user votes for other users. Therefore, we create n sub-groups from a 
General Framework
AGR models the group ′ s preference score with respect to a candidate item using neural network. We next simulate the two steps of the group decision making process as mentioned.
To simulate step (i) of group decision making, we can consider an influence weight α(i, l, m), which represents the preference vote of user l with respect to user m in group i. It is expected that if user m is an important user in the group, she will receive high weight α(i, l, m) from user l, which supports our Intuition 2. One can estimate the influence weight α( * , l, m) for every (l, m)-pair of users assuming that α( * , l, m) is constant across all groups in which user l and user m participate. However, such an assumption contradicts to our Intuition 3 because user l can perceive the influence of user m differently in different groups, which contradicts to our intuition. According to Intuition 3, user m should have larger influence in groups with topics relevant to her expertise than she does in groups with topics she is unfamiliar with. Thus, when it comes to voting, user l tends to nominate user m as the main decision maker in the group where user m is an expert, but not in other groups that user m is not familiar. The influence weight α( * , l, m) therefore should be calculated dynamically according to changing group preferences. Therefore, by using the attention mechanism to learn α( * , l, m) dynamically, we are able to detect the most important users in the group whose weights are higher than others; thus, the step (ii) of the group decision making process can be obtained easily.
We propose estimating influence weights for users in a group using an attention-based model. Particularly, given group members in a group i, when a user l look into other users in the group, she tends to only focuses on few expert users, and ignores other users, which is similar with the idea of attention mechanism introduced in Section 3.3. This motivates us to use an attention network to compute α(i, l, m) to measure how much important user m is in group i under user l ′ s opinion. Consequently, combining outputs from all sub-groups, we can estimate the importance weights of all users in group i (Intuition 1), and accordingly make the recommendation for the group.
Formally, AGR models each user l by two factor vectors: the user-latent vector u l and the user-context vector c l . The attention model uses the context vector c l to estimate the impact of the remaining users ({u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u l −1 , u l +1 , . . . , u n }) on user l. To be more specific, we first divide group g i into n sub-groups, where each sub-group g i,l include all users in the group g i except user l. We then can apply an attention sub-network for each sub-group, whose output is the representation for that sub-group. This representation serves as the outcome of the sub-process voting under the view of user l. The representation (or the output) of each attention sub-networks is calculated as g i,l = m l α(i, l, m)u m . Therefore, the representation of a group i is g i = l g i,l where g i,l = m l α(i, l, m)u m . We consider g i = l g i,l , that is, the voting scheme counts the votes of all users equally. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of AGR. For a given group g i , we create n attention sub-networks. Each attention sub-network l takes the user-context vector c l (filled orange circle) and the set of member user-latent vectors {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u l −1 , u l +1 , . . . , u n } (solid blue circles), and then returns the attention weight α(i, l, m) of each user m (m l) (dashed blue circles). Finally, the output of each attention sub-network l is calculated as the weighted sum g i,l = α(i, l, m)u m (solid green square), which represents the group given the user-context c l . The final representation of the group g i is then computed as the summation g i = l g i,l (filled green square). Lastly, we employ BPR for optimizing the group recommendation task as mentioned in Section 3.2.
Attention Sub-networks. Each attention sub-network models the interactions between each member l and the rest of the group to learn the preference votes of user l for other members in the group. Given a user-context vector c l and a set of user-latent vectors {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n } \ {u l }, we use a two-layer network to compute the attention score a(i, l, m) as:
in which the matrices W c , W u and bias b are the first layer parameters, and the vector w and bias c are the second layer parameters. We simply use a linear ϕ(x) = x, but one can also use a ReLU function ϕ(x) = max(0, x). We normalize a(i, l, m) using the Softmax function to obtain the final attention weights:
α(i, l, m) = exp(a(i, l, m)) n m=1,m l exp(a(i, l, m))
Predicted Score. After we obtain the representation of the group i, the predicted scoreR i j for group i and item j is computed as follows:
in which v j is the item latent vector for item j.
Objective Function. AGR leverages BPR pair-wise learning objective to optimize the pair-wise ranking between the positive and negative items. The objective function Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:
in which Θ represents the model parameters; and α(i, l, m) is the weight of user l vote for user m in group i. We then use Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) to optimize our objective function.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report experimental results of comparing AGR and six baseline techniques on four datasets. We also report the learned attention weights to evaluate the dominant users in group decision making. Such results will offer explanation for group recommendation result, which is an additional advantage of AGR. In general, our experiments aim to answer the following research questions (RQ):
• RQ 1: How does AGR perform as compared to existing state-of-the-art methods?
• RQ 2: Are the dynamic weights learned by AGR more preferable than the fixed weights learned by existing methods? How effective is our attention model? • RQ 3: How does AGR perform with different group sizes?
Experimental Settings

Datasets.
We conduct our experiments on four real-world datasets. The first dataset is from an eventbased social network (EBSN), Plancast 1 , which is used in [22] . Plancast allows users to directly follow the event calendars of other users. An event in Plancast consists of a user group and a venue. We therefore consider an event a group, and each user in the event a group member. Members in the group will select a venue (the candidate item) to host the event. Our goal is to recommend a venue for the group event.
Our second dataset is the crawled dataset from the EBSN Meetup 2 , which is from the work [30] . We select the NYC data, which contains events held in New York City, as the dataset for our experiments. Similar to Plancast, we aim to recommend a venue for a given group to host an event.
We derive the last two datasets from the MovieLens 1M Data 3 . The MovieLens 1M Data contains one million movie ratings from over 6,000 users on approximately 4,000 movies. Following the approach in [4] , we extract from the MovieLens 1M Data two datasets: MovieLens-Simi and MovieLens-Rand. Users in the MovieLens-Simi data are assigned into the same group when they have high inner group similarity, while users in the MovieLens-Rand data are grouped randomly. MovieLens-Simi and MovieLens-Rand groups thereby resemble two typical real life situations: groups can either include people with similar preferences, or form between unrelated people. For example, a group of close friends has high inner group similarity, whereas people on the same bus can be considered a random group. Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of the four datasets. We randomly split each dataset into training, tuning and testing data with the ratio of 70%, 10% and 20% respectively.
Evaluation Metrics.
Following the literature [4, 14, 16, 23, 30, 43] , we evaluate model performance using three metrics: precision (prec@K), recall (rec@K), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) (ndcg@K). Here K is the number of recommendations. We evaluate recommendation accuracy with K = {5, 10, 20}. precision@K is the fraction of top-K recommendations selected by the group, while recall@K is the fraction of relevant items (true items) that have been retrieved in the top K relevant items. We average the precision@K and recall@K values across all testing groups to calculate prec@K and rec@K. We also use the NDCG metric to evaluate the rankings of true items in the recommendation list. We average the NDCG values across all testing groups to obtain the ndcg@K metric.
For all of the three metrics, a larger metric value indicates better recommendations.
Recommendation Methods.
This section experimentally compares six recommendation methods: CF-AVG, CF-LM, CF-RD [2] , PIT [23] , COM [43] , MF-AVG and the proposed AGR. Among the baseline models, CF-AVG, CF-LM, CF-RD are score-aggregation approaches; PIT and COM are state-of-the-art probabilistic models; and MF-AVG is a matrix factorization model. User-based CF with averaging strategy (CF-AVG): CF-AVG applies user-based CF to calculate a preference score for each user with respect to a candidate item i, and then averages the preference scores across all users to obtain the group recommendation score of item i.
User-based CF with least-misery strategy (CF-LM): Similar to CF-AVG, CF-LM first applies user-based CF to calculate a score for each user with respect to a candidate item i. However, the recommendation score of item i is taken as the item ′ s lowest preference score across all users.
User-based CF with relevance and disagreement strategy (CF-RD) [2] : CF-RD also performs user-based CF to calculate a score for each user with respect to a candidate item i. The group recommendation score is calculated as the sum of the relevance and the disagreement scores of the item. The relevance score is obtained using CF-AVG or CF-LM, whereas the disagreement score is either the average pair-wise relevance difference for the item across group members (the average pair-wise disagreement method), or the mathematical variance of the relevance of the item across group members (the disagreement variance method).
Personal impact topic model (PIT) [23] : PIT is an author-topic model. Assuming that each user has an impact weight that represents the influence of the user to the final decision of the group, PIT chooses a user with a relatively large impact score as the group ′ s representative. The selected user then chooses a topic based on her preference, and then the topic generates a recommended item for the group.
Consensus model (COM) [43] : COM relies on two assumptions: (i) the personal impacts are topic-dependent, and (ii) both the group ′ s topic preferences and individuals ′ preferences influence the final group decision. The first assumption allows COM to derive topic-dependent personal impacts from group-topic and topic-user distributions. The second assumption allows COM to aggregate the group ′ s topic preferences and individual ′ s preferences subjective to weights derived from users ′ personal variables.
Average Matrix Factorization (MF-AVG): MF-AVG is a matrix factorization model. MF-AVG takes the average score of an item across all group members as the group recommendation score of the item. MF-AVG thereby considers all personal impact weights equal, assuming that all members contribute equally to the group ′ s decision making. In other words, MF-AVG can be considered as our model with uniform weights setting. We represent a group as g = i w i u i where w i = 1 n , we optimize the BPR pair-wise ranking objective function to predict group recommendation scores.
Attentive Group Recommendation (AGR): Our proposed model combines attention sub-networks to create an attentive model that learns the dynamic personal impact weights of each user. Parameter Settings. For PIT and COM, we tuned the number of topics and kept other hyper-parameters as default. As regards to the MF-AVG and AGR models, we first randomly initialize the parameters using the Gaussian distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of 0.05, and then use Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) to optimize our objective functions. We also tested the batch size of [128, 256, 512] , the learning rate of [0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1], and different regularizers of [0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 0]. We empirically set the embedding size of MF-AVG and AGR with the dimension of 50. We obtain the optimal setting with the batch size of 256, learning rate of 0.001, and regularizers of 0.01.
Overall Performance Comparison (RQ 1)
This section compares the recommendation results from AGR to those from the baseline models. Figure 3 , Figure 4 and Figure 5 report the prec@K, rec@K and ndcg@K values for the four datasets with K = {5, 10, 20}. We observe from the three figures that:
• AGR consistently achieves the best performance across all methods, including score-aggregation approaches (CF-AVG, CF-LM, CF-RD) and probabilistic model approaches (PIT, COM). • Although the group information of the two MovieLens datasets are conducted manually instead of already observed as Meetup and Plancast, our model can still be able to show the recommendation flexibility in adopting to randomness datasets. • AGR and MF-AVG models produce good results in comparison to the previous state-of-the-art probabilistic models. MF-AVG performs better than PIT and COM on the Meetup and Plancast datasets, but not on the MovieLens-Simi and MovieLens-Rand dataset. One explanation is that the simplistic setup of MF-AVG cannot model the complexity of real life group interactions. The prec@5 metric values show that AGR outperforms the best baseline method by 6.22%, 17.91%, 27.71%, 21.36% on Meetup, Plancast, MovieLens-Simi and MovieLens-Rand, respectively. We observe the same improvements for rec@5. In general, AGR ′ s recommendations are consistently better than the baseline methods ′ , with the p-value less than 0.0001 for all the results.
It is noticeable that PIT ′ s performance is not compare with those of other baseline models. One possible reason is that as a Meetup or Plancast group usually has a large number of participants, many of whom only join a few groups and thus have very limited historical data, the user impacts learned by PIT for such participants are not reliable. Another possible reason for PIT ′ s poor performance is that the assumptions underlying PIT do not hold in the context of MovieLens data: since MovieLens users select movies independently from one another, there is no representative user in a MovieLens group.
We also observe that the AGR does not outperform the baselines models on the Meetup dataset as significantly as it does on the other three datasets. One explanation is that since a Meetup group often has few venue options, AGR 0.888513 0.689149 0.502620 0.270515 0.360627 0.230099 0.578485 0.338959 p-value < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 < 0.0001 group members tend to choose the place they are most familiar with, making it relatively easy to recommend the venue to the group [30] . While Meetup users form a big group before hosting an event and choosing the venue, such services as Plancast allow users to follow other users ′ event calendars and choose to participate in existing events. Plancast groups therefore tend to be more diverse than Meetup groups, and Plancast event venues are not as easily predicted as Meetup event venues.
In general, AGR achieves remarkable recommendation results on the variety of datasets. Our experiments show the flexibility of AGR in making group recommendation given different data types.
The Role of Attention Mechanism (RQ 2)
We further conduct paired t-tests on the performances of AGR and MF-AVG models to verify that AGR ′ s improvements over MF-AVG are statistically significant at the five percent significance level. While AGR employs attention mechanism to calculate the weights, MF-AVG assigns a normalized constant weight to each group member. We conduct paired t-tests on the performance metrics of top-K recommended lists (K ∈ [10, 100]) for the two models to see whether AGR statistically significantly outperforms MF-AVG. Table 2 compares the performances of AGR and MF-AVG. We observe that the mean pooling strategy of MF-AVG always performs worse than the attention mechanism of AGR, except in the MovieLens-Rand case. The good performance of MF-AVG on MovieLens-Rand data is expected because MovieLens-Rand groups satisfy MF-AVG assumptions: randomly-grouped users in MovieLens-Rand data tend to equally contribute to the groups ′ final decisions. The reported p-values are nominal for all tests, indicating that AGR ′ s performances are statistically much stronger than MF-AVG ′ s performances.
Attention Weight Visualization. As noted previously, an advantage of AGR is that the method allows us to calculate the attention weight values for further analyses. Figure 6 visualizes the attention weights learned by AGR and PIT for two randomly-chosen groups from our experiments. We look at the weights learned by PIT because similar to AGR, PIT learns the personal impact weight for each user [23] . Since COM does not learn the personal impact weight for each user [43] , we do not compare AGR with COM in this Section. Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b) show a few user attention weights learned by PIT and AGR of two randomly-chosen groups that share a user no. 4122 ("u_4122"). Figure 6 (a) reports the personal impact weights of three users in the first group (group A). According to both models, the user no. 4122 has the highest weights in group A and therefore dominates group A ′ s decision making. Figure 6(b) , however, shows that PIT continues to assume that user no. 4122 is the most influential user in group B, whereas AGR is able to detect other users who play more important roles in group B ′ s decision making than user no. 4122 does. While PIT ′ s personal impact parameter cannot differentiate the roles of one user in different groups and thus may fail to recognize influential members in a group, the attention mechanism of AGR can capture the dynamic user impacts in group decision making. 
Model Performances for Different Levels of Group Sizes (RQ 3)
To study the performance of each recommendation method on different group sizes, we run the experiments for four levels of group size (1-5 members, 6-10 members, 11-15 members, and 16-20 members) using Meetup and Plancast groups. We keep the same setting as illustrated in Section 5.1 for all the models, and classify the groups into bins based on group size. Since the number of groups with more than 20 members is small, we decide to exclude these groups in this experiment. Figure 7 plots the resulting rec@5 and ndcg@5 curves. Note that since the group size of the MovieLens-Simi and MovieLens-Rand dataset is fixed, we do not study the different levels of group sizes on these two datasets. Figure 7 shows that AGR achieves better performances than other baseline methods across different group sizes. We have the following observations: 1) AGR shows clear improvements in recommendations for groups of larger sizes. AGR improves 1.90% and 2.93% on the Meetup dataset over the best baseline for groups of 11-15 members and 16-20 members respectively, while these numbers are 19.30% and 20.97% for the Plancast dataset. This indicates the significance of AGR in addressing groups of larger sizes. 2) CF approaches often deliver good performance when the group size is small, as low diversity within a group facilitates smooth aggregations. As the number of members in the group increases, we need relatively complex methods such as probabilistic models or neural networks models to make adequate recommendations.
CONCLUSIONS
Aiming to solve the group recommendation problem through a deep learning approach, the Attentive Group Recommendation model (AGR) utilizes an attention mechanism to learn the influence weight of each user in a group in order to make group recommendations. The major contributions of AGR are that the model not only assumes and dynamically learns different impact weights of each given user for different groups, but it also also considers the interactions between users in the group. Thus, AGR is able to better model the group decision making process. To the best of our knowledge, AGR is the first model to exploit attention mechanism in group recommendation. Conducting extensive experiments on four real-world datasets, we show the consistent performance of AGR as compared to those of existing group recommendation methods.
A promising development direction for AGR is to incorporate side information such as social connections, text information (for example event description) or time information into the context to learn the attention model.
